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The celebration of the 10th Anniversary of the LDA programme is an important 
moment for all those who contributed successfully in the past years to promote 
the concept of “building bridges and partnerships throughout Europe”, in spite 
of the difficult times faced in the course of the implementation of this programme. 
The role of local and regional authorities in the stabilisation process of South 
East Europe has proved to be an efficient tool to restore peace and security. 
Locally based projects in the field of confidence-building measures, transborder 
co-operation, international dialogue, civil society and local democracy have had 
a positive output on the democratic security of the continent. 

The Council of Europe is dedicated to enhance human rights, pluralistic 
democracy and rule of law since 1949. It is today dedicated to anchor South 
Eastern European countries into the large European family of democracies. The 
LDA programme turned out to be a success story patronized and promoted by 
the Council of Europe - thanks to the networking of various partners (cities, 
regions, non governmental organisations, groups of citizens, Member States of 
the Council of Europe, international organisations, foundations, etc) which were 
committed to join forces and resources and reach the same objectives. 

The methodology developed within the LDA network has led to innovative 
and inventive approaches. It should be a source of inspiration for many other 
countries which are eager to promote sustainable democratic schemes at local and 
regional levels. The LDA Association will have to take up new challenges and find 
the right way to respond to the many requests originating from new geograhical 
areas. Based on its “acquis”, the LDA Programme should be able to share its 
know-how and transfer its democratic engineering based on the added-value 
brought in the process by intermunicipal and interregional partnerships. 

Rinaldo Locatelli 
Executive Director

of the Congress
of Local and Regional

Authorities of the 
Council of Europe

until September 2003
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Recently I came across a paper by Professor Maleski of the University of Sts Cyril 
and Methodius in Skopje. In his paper he makes the observation that: ”It was 
thought that it would be difficult for communism to fall but very easy to create 
a democratic society, but it turned out to be the other way around.” I, for one, 
agree fully with this observation. It reminded me of an experience I had when 
posted in Zagreb on behalf of the European Commission. Sometime in 1998 
when the government of Croatia had difficulties accepting the reforms imposed 
by the European Union I had occasion to talk at a seminar about the importance 
of ensuring truly independent (electronic) media if Croatia wanted to be accepted 
in the European family of democratic countries. About two years later I attended 
another media seminar and felt it necessary to give a similar talk, although there 
had been a change of government in the meantime. I concluded my intervention 
by saying that I had given such a talk two years earlier and that I hoped I would 
not need to come back in two years time to give it again. Hearing this, a highly 
respected Polish media expert stood up and told me: “Mr. Vinther, you will have 
to come back in two years and in four years and possibly even in six years, because 
that is how long it will take to complete the change from state-controlled to 
genuinely independent media!”
This brings me to the importance, in a wider sense, of the past, present and 
future work of the Local Democracy Agencies (LDAs) and similar NGOs in the 
former Yugoslavia. The change from a socialist rule to a fully democratic one does 
not happen overnight! In fact it is likely to take generations, because a change 
of mindset is what is really needed. And this is more likely to happen from the 
bottom up than from the top down. Through their work with and involvement 
of the local population and local officials the LDAs help create awareness of the 
meaning of democracy and respect for human and minority rights in everyday 
life. They help make ordinary people understand that these are fundamental 
values that they should espouse for their own sake, not just to fulfill obligations 
imposed from the outside.
As indicated above, democratisation and respect for human rights are part of 
the conditions the EU have set for the South European countries covered by the 
Stabilisation and Association Process. So far the efforts to actually promote these 
values have been left largely to bilateral donors and international and local NGOs 
working on the ground. Fortunately, there are signs that the EU has come to 
realize that democratisation does not come about by itself and that hence it will 
put more emphasis and spend more CARDS funds on developing civil society in 
the SAP countries in the future. However, one can only welcome the Thessaloniki 
Agenda for the Western Balkans recently adopted by the EU, which specifically 
says that “Involvement of non-governmental organizations, civil society and local 
authorities in EU supported policies and activities is of paramount importance.” 
It is not completely clear from the text, but hopefully this goes for all relevant EU 
supported policies and activities in the region!

A message from Antonella Valmorbida, Director of the Association of the LDAs, 
back from Serbia, after the murder of Mr. Zoran Djindjic, Prime Minister of 
Serbia: “The institutions proved to be more solid than expected. 
We must continue to work with the people who are following the path towards 
democracy”.

21st of March 2003
 
“I am just back from Serbia and I would like to share with all of you some news 
of these last days.

The mission of the ALDA together with the Bank of the Council of Europe was 
planned well in advance from the 12th to the 14th of March 2003. The COB 
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(represented by Mr. Cristian Tabacaru) had the objective to assess the situation 
with local authorities and NGOs as far as the social aspects and the refugees 
issues. The LDAs might be the operational basis for further programmes. 

The mission planned also to contact local authorities in Subotica and Novi Sad 
for the General Assembly of the ALDA in July. In Nis, it was organised to meet 
authorities from Kraljevo to assess their effective partnership in the LDA and 
to speak about the possibilities of consolidating the presence of the Agency in 
Kargujevac. An audit for the LDA based in Nis was planned to be held on the 
13th of March.

The programme of our mission was organised in details by the LDA Subotica, 
LDA Central and Southern Serbia and by the ALDA itself. 

Few minutes later after my landing in Belgrade, the first messages arrived by 
SMS. The Prime Minister Djindjic was killed. The news took about 30 minutes 
to arrive through the local radios. The flight with Mr. Tabacaru never reached 
Belgrade and returned to Vienna. Slowly, the tension of the people seemed 
raising. At the airport, myself and Stanka Parac - LDA Subotica delegate -, did 
not really know what to do....

I must have some special feeling with Belgrade...I was there when Dijndijc 
decided (without too many consultations) to send Milosevic to the the Hague, I 
was there when the special police occupied the motorway and demonstrated in 
towns against this decision and for Milosevic....

Sometimes, you understand to live crucial moments. I do think that those few 
hours of that 12th of March were the most critical for Serbia after many years. 
Nobody really knew who would take over the power; the institutions were 
shaking. 

We all realised in this closed airport that the options were:

* the survival of the civil and elected institutions with the power passing to the 
appointed deputy Prime Minister and following the established rules

* the taking over of the army and different policies 

We soon received the information that the State of Emergency was declared. What 
would it mean? Very likely, the second option. Meanwhile, big armoured cars were 
arriving at the airport with young fellows without uniforms…nothing good.

At the end of the afternoon, we were heading to Subotica and listening the news 
on the radio. No army on the street, checkpoints were established towards the 
South, not really to the North. The Government was in session. Before reaching 
our destination, we learned that a civil answer was given to this crisis. 

Most of my meeting in Subotica and Novi Sad were confirmed and I met all the 
people I had planned. 

We all passed very close to the chaos but the institutions continued to work and 
that was the evidence that the worse did not happen.

The day after, we drove to Nis without any problems. The only feeling throughout 
the country was sorrow but also good will for overcoming this moment. 

I felt that we are doing what is important by giving the word and strength to 
those who are fighting against who wants to keep Serbia and the South Eastern 
Europe region weak and insecure, based on violence and corruption.”

Antonella Valmorbida
ALDA Director
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Face with a possible preventive war in dealing with the Iraqi crisis, the Governing 
Board of the Association of the Local Democracy Agencies (ALDA), which was 
held in Venice, the 1st of February 2003, expressed its deepest concern. 

The Local Democracy Agencies of the Council of Europe have been working 
in those last ten years for rebuilding peace, democracy and respect for ethnic 
minorities in the region of South and Eastern Europe. The population of this 
area has suffered from a long and bloody war. The Agencies have witnessed these 
terrible conflicts and its long lasting human, political and economic aftermath.

Based on these experiences, the Association of the Local Democracy Agencies 
confirms its appeal addressed to all the European governments and to all the 
members of the United Nations as well as to the other governmental and non-
governmental actors to be active for avoiding the war. 

The ALDA confirmed the fundamental importance to act in full compliance with 
the international law for facing terrorism in an efficient manner and for assuring 
peace and security.

Venice, 1st of February 2003
The President, 
M. Gianfranco MARTINI, 
on behalf of the Governing Board
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Our presence in the Western Balkans has been strengthened by the opening of 
our 11th Local Democracy Agency early in 2003. 
On 15th and 16th of February 2003 the partners of LDA Kosovo met in Gjilane 
to inaugurate  the result of more than one year of work. The opening of an 
Agency in Kosovo is not only a great  achievement for ALDA, CLRAE and for 
all the partners who participated but also an important message sent by the 
International Community. With this concrete act ALDA affirms that is not 
possible to ignore this troubled land and tries to apply there its methodologies 
and competences acquired during ten years of activity. 

As Mr Martini underlined the choice of the city of Gjlane has been made  
following the main operational criteria of LDAs. In fact the geographic position 
of Gjilane will permit the development of projects on trans-border co-operation 
with the region of Kumanovo in Macedonia and with South-East of Serbia. 
Ms Valmorbida specified that the Gjilane Agency will extend its mission 
throughout Kosovo acting as a regional Agency. “The Agency should be a forum 
of dialogue, cooperation and debate” she said.

At the inauguration were present the President of ALDA Mr Martini and the 
Director Ms Valmorbida., the LDA Gjilane  Delegate Mr Steve Duchene and the 
Mayor of the city Mr Lufti Haziri.  
There were at least four objectives of this inauguration:
• to launch the beginning of the programme, 
• to follow up the dialogue between partners,
• to establish officially the network of partners
• to inform the partners about the future work of the agency.

ACTIVITIES

.4APPEAL
AGAINST WAR
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OPENING
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FEBRUARY 2003
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Over hundred participants had 
the possibility to understand the 
process of partnership between 
the local and international 
partners and to attend the 
signature of the partnership 
agreement. The initiating 
partners of LDA Gjilane are: 
Arun and Chelmsford from the 
UK, Peace Team on the Balkans, 
Kosovo-together, Non Violent 
Action Movement, Alfa, Afasak, 
World Citizenship House (from 
France), City of Gjilane and the 
Association of Kosovo cities. The 
cities of Nantes and the Region 
Nord Pas de Calais in France are 
interested in joining the process 
later this year.

Mr Duchene explained the future activities and underlined the importance 
of focusing them on local youth. Activities will be addressed to multiethnic 
cooperation between Albanians and Serbs in order to strengthen the inter-ethnic 
comprehension and cooperation.

Finally the establishment of the 11th Local Democracy Agency is a confirmation 
of the ten years old successful activity of ALDA and demonstrates how the 
Association is in a position to engage new challenges  and to take harder 
commitments also in such a troubled region.

Best wishes to LDA Kosovo, to its delegates and partners !!

JANUARY | JUNE 2003
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The Association of the Local Democracy Agencies presents to the Plenary Session 
of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities the 10th anniversary of the 
programme with a special report.

The document has the aim to take stock of what has been realised and achieved 
in this decade of activity.

It reports the level of the partnership (so far 179 actors involved in the programme) 
and almost 5 million Euro spent for 300 programmes.

The document can be downloaded from of charge from our website: 
www.ldaaonline.org
News : April/June 03

REPORT
OF THE

10TH YEAR
OF ACTIVITIES OF THE 

LOCAL DEMOCRACY 
AGENCIES

PRESENTED
TO THE CONGRESS OF 

LOCAL
AND REGIONAL 

AUTHORITIES

The Governing Board of the Association of Local Democracy Agencies was held 
in Venice the 1st of February  2003. All the authorities of ALDA were present and 
deeply committed in several discussions on the main issues which ALDA, and the 
Council of Europe, are facing.  

All those present agreed with 
the President, Mr Gianfranco 
Martini, when he observed that 
ALDA is growing in this last 
period, and this is possible, 
with thanks to the voluntary 
contributions, the partnerships 
and memberships. It’s a 
recognition also shared by Mr 
Yavuz Mildon (Deputy President 
of the Congress of Local and 
Regional Authorities), Ms Jutta 
Gützkow (representative of the 
Secretary General of the CoE) 
and Ms Antonella Valmorbida 
(Director of ALDA).    

Many topics were discussed, among them the Board highlighted two main issues: 
the financial situation and the pilot activities outside the SEE.

It is a matter of fact that the ALDA is doing a lot and that this large activity 
has a cost which can be covered by improving the network of partnerships. 
“It is very important that ALDA keep on working following clear directions, 
otherwise its specialisation could be wasted”, the Treasurer, Ms Rosita Viola, said. 
The contribution to LDAs from CPLRE was also highlighted. Furthermore Ms 
Valmorbida underlined the fact that the success of ALDA in fundraising is due to 
persistent contact with and the trust of the international community.

The Board discussed the opportunity to set pilot activities outside the SEE, 
in particular three areas were identified: Albania, Georgia and Palestine. The 
representatives expressed the view that Albania represents a natural extension 
of the ALDA activity which has to be improved in that country. The Director 
confirmed the interest of ALDA towards Albania but called for the writing of a 
more satisfactory report. As for Georgia it was selected as an area in which to take 
next  steps.
For the last area, Palestine, was decided that in Middle East ALDA hasn’t intention 

GOVERNING
BOARD IN VENICE

1ST OF FEBRUARY
2003, VENICE,

ISLAND OF
SAN SERVOLO
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to open an LDA, only 
support and methodology 
can be provided.   
       
Other points were touched 
upon, the proposal for the 
issue of a CD containing 
information about  ALDA 
projects, and for the issue 
of a publication dedicated 
to the on going activities 
of the Association. For this 
last project no funds were 
available. 

Ms Valmorbida proposed to  have the General Assembly in Subotica in the second 
part of July, also with the celebration of the anniversary.

Ms Viola declined her availability to be the Treasurer and Mr Bottacin, Mayor of 
Mogliano Veneto was elected new Treasurer.

With consensus form the meeting the President adopted a document in which 
the Association  of Local Democracy Agencies expresses its deepest concern at the 
possibility of a  preventive war in dealing with the Iraqi crisis.    

The Association of the LDAs organised 
a one week training programme for 
NGO management for Delegates and 
Assistants. The objectives were:
- to improve the delegates and their 
assistants, in  knowledge and skills 
to manage better their organisations 
in the three areas: human resources 
management, financial management 
and communication/outreach 
strategies 
- to strengthen ALDA as a network of 
LDAs.  

The training was held in Tivat (Montenegro) and was attended by all the LDAs. 
The senior trainers (Ileana Iancu; Ancuta Vamesu) were from FOUNDATION 
PARTNERS FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT – PARTNERS ROMANIA and 

included in the network 
“Working Together”.

The participants were 
requested to work 
in teams during the 
training, either as an 
LDA team for specific 
tasks (i.e identification 
of strong and weak 
points of an LDA, of 
its partnership, how to 
improve), or as in small 
groups for case studies 
(i.e. budget/planning, 
HR procedures). 
This teamwork generated 

TRAINING
FOR THE LDAS: NGO 
MANAGEMENT JUNE 
2003
WITH THE SUPPORT
OF THE GOVERNMENT
OF LUXEMBOURG
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The General Assembly of the Local Democracy Agencies will be held for the first 
time in a different location than Strasbourg. This year, on the 18th of July 2003, 
the Association will move to Subotica, in Serbia, where 10 years ago, the first 
Local Democracy “Embassy” has been opened.

On the 19th of July will be organised an official celebration of the anniversary 
in the presence of all the cities hosting LDAs and representatives of the Serbian 
authorities. The Celebration will take stock of what has been achieved but it will 
also pave the way for the future role of the Local Democracy Agencies in the 
Stabilisation and Association Process of the Balkans into the European Union.

On our website, is published our report of the 10th anniversary of the Programme 
of the Local Democracy Agencies, issued by the Council of Europe and presented 
officially during the plenary session of the Congress of Local and Regional 
Authorities of the Council of Europe. 

The celebration will be attended by all the Delegates of the 11 existing Agencies 
as well as by the members of the Association. The whole network of partners of 
the Agencies (about 180 partners from all over Europe) will be invited to the 
event.

The Council of Europe and the Association of the LDA will also award a special 
diploma on “intermunicipal and interregional co-operation”.

The Governing Board held in Venice 2003 decided to focus on the production 
of a CD ROM  that will support the promotional activities of the LDAs, their 
members and partners.
The CD rom will be financially produced thanked to the city of Lugano, Ireland 
Aid and the Canton of Basel. 
The preparation will be followed by East Staffordshire Borough Council as well 
by the ALDA and the LDAs.
The material will be at disposal by the end of July.

The Steering Committee on Democracy and Transborder co-operation met for 
the first time in Brussels on the 16th of April 2003. The meeting was co-chaired 
by Dr. Erhard Busek and Mrs. Elisabeth Rehn and attended by the different 
members supporting the Pact. The objective of the meeting was to identify the 
role of the Steering committee and its structure. The Chairman of the Streering 
Committee will be the Deputy Mayor of Szeged. As for the structure, the 
Secretary General is Mrs. Vera Budway. The ALDA is included in the core group 
of the Steering Committee.

Mr. Ionescu presented the results of the mapping exercise (http://lgi.osi.hu/
projectsdb)

For further details about the Stability Pact (http://www.stabilitypact.org/)

.9PREPARATION 
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AND TRANSBORDER
CO-OPERATION,
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 FOR SOUTH
EASTERN EUROPE 

16TH OF APRIL 2003

a positive atmosphere and improved the network vision. The idea of sharing a 
common vision strengthened the ALDA as a network of LDAs.
The training offered also the opportunity to have a day brainstorming session on 
the future regional programme of the LDAs.
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Ms Antonella Valmorbida, as Director of ALDA, took part in three days of 
meetings in Norway in order to present the activities of the Association to the 
Norwegian municipalities interested in co-operating. The meeting was held from 
14th to 16th of May 2003 with the support of the Norwegian Association of 
Towns and Regions. The municipalities which participated were: Sund, Orkdal, 
Narvik, Vefsn, Levanger, Saltdal, Fauauskel and Buskerud.

The Norwegian Association, member of ALDA since 2002, will issue soon an 
application form for the cities in Norway interested in implementing activities 
towards the Balkans. In 2002 the Norwegian Association set up two fact-finding 
missions: in Georgia and in Kosovo.

As for Georgia they presented a strategy for supporting local democracy and 
civil society and expressed their interest in taking part in a fact-finding mission 
organised by ALDA.

12. NEW COOPERATION
WITH NORWEGIAN
LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
THANKS
TO THE SUPPORT
OF THE NORWEGIAN 
ASSOCIATION
OF TOWNS
AND REGIONS

CONTACTS WITH PARTNERS AND MEMBERS

JANUARY | JUNE 2003
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The co-operation between Carlow County and the Association of Local 
Democracy Agencies is a fundamental part of the European network, which is 
the key feature of our activities. Carlow is lead partner of the LDA for Central 
and Southern Serbia as well member of the Association.  They have been working 
with us since the year 2001. Their participation has been of particular value 
since the beginning because of the extraordinary support that the government 
of Ireland is giving the LDA programme while sponsoring three LDAs of the 
network (Central and Southern Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo).

Mr. Enda Nolan, member of the Council of Carlow County as well as representative 
in the Irish Delegation to the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities, 
together with Mr. Ger Deering, our main contact in Carlow, organised a day for 
raising the awareness of other Irish local authorities in Ireland in June 2003.

This event was attended by about a dozen local authorities, and the ALDA will 
follow up their interest in the Agencies.

This event also coincided with the visit in Carlow of a group of young people 
from Serbia, coming from a small village in the neighbourhood of Nis.

THE ASSOCIATION 
OF THE LOCAL 

DEMOCRACY AGENCIES
HOST IN CARLOW,

IRELAND
JUNE 2003

MEETING
OF THE COUNCIL 

OF EUROPEAN 
MUNICIPALITIES

AND REGIONS
IN POZNAN, POLAND,

15TH OF MAY 2003

The Association of the Local Democracy Agencies was present at the special 
twinning session “Shaping a Europe of solidarity : acting concretely through 
twinning” in the framework of the General meeting of the Council of European 
Municipalities and Regions, held in Poznan (Poland) in May 2003.

Mr. Diego Bottacin, treasurer of the ALDA and Mayor of Mogliano Veneto 
attended and presented a long lasting co-operation with the LDA Sisak. Mr 
Bottacin was accompanied by the LDA Sisak’s delegate, Mrs; Tatjana Puskaric 
and. the Montenegro LDA Delegate , Mr. Dragutin Djekovic. 

At the meeting of the cities of the Mediterranean Sea, organised by UNDIP and 
UNITAR, the LDA programme presented its key features in decentralised co-
operation as a basis for the development of civil society and capacity building. 
The opportunity was taken to confirm a productive co-operation in best practice 
exchanges started with UNDP and other UN agencies. 

MONTECARLO,  
MEETING

OF THE CITIES
OF THE 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA, 
31ST OF MARCH 

PRESENTATION
OF OUR ACTIVITIES
AND EXPERIENCE

OF DECENTRALISED CO-
OPERATION
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As for Kosovo Mr Haugen, Head of international Projects of the Norwegian 
Association, confirmed that they would co-operate with ALDA but they prefer 
organising and managing a direct presence on the field.

Mr Haugen confirmed that the Norwegian Association of Towns and Regions 
would support financially the local administrations which will have manifested 
their will to be recipient partners of the ALDA programs.   
In order to maintain the relations between ALDA, the Norwegian Association 
and their partners as close as possible the interested cities will be invited to the 
General Assembly of ALDA in Subotica in July 2003.
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The Council of European Municipalities and Regions focused its annual meeting 
with the officers for city to city twinning on the co-operation with South Eastern 
Europe.

The Council of European Municipalities and Regions is very active in lobbying 
and advocating the relevance of local authorities in consolidating peace and 
democracy through out Europe. They dedicated their annual meeting with the 
country officers responsible for twinning to the active participation of local 
authorities for promoting virtuous processes in post conflict areas and for 
preventing crisis.

The event took place in Rome, at the Italian headquartesr of the European 
Parliament, and a session was dedicated to present the programme of the Local 
Democracy Agencies as an effective tool supporting the twinning between towns 
and municipalities. 

The session was chaired by the Secretary General of the CEMR, Mr. Jeremy Smith. 
Mr. Gianfranco Martini, responsible for the twinning of the Italian section of the 
CEMR (Aiccre) but also President of the Association of the LDAs was the main 
promoter of the title given to the new possible contacts with local authorities 
from South and Eastern Europe. The participants underlined the discrepancy 
which exists between the support that the European Union says to be willing to 
give to the cooperation with SEE and the fact that the programme for twinning 
does not include co-operation with cities and municipalities of this region. 

Most of the Association for Local Authorities of South Eastern Europe, regular 
partners of the Agencies, were present at the event. An interesting working group 
session identified the difficulties and possibilities of improvement for future 
twinning with cities from SEE.

For the Association, it represented a very good opportunity for further contacts. 

Since 1997, the programme of the Local Democracy Agencies is part of the 
regional programme WORKING TOGETHER, co-ordinated by FPDL, Partners 
Roumania. The programme is a network of training institutions for local 
authorities and non governmental organisations from Eastern Europe. Thanks 
to this co-operation, a number of members of staff from LDAs have been trained 
and implemented training in their target area. 

The Association of the LDAs has been also granted by the Local Government 
and Public Initiative Reform (which is also the main supporting Agency for 
the regional programme WORKING TOGETHER) two programmes in 2001 
and 2003/2003.The ALDA implemented a set of Training of Trainers followed 
by related training for councillors. There topics selected were a) leadership and 
communication skills b) local government management.
The Association of LDAs is member of the Steering Committee and helps to 
define the future activities of the network. 

STEERING
COMMITTEE
OF THE REGIONAL
PROGRAMME 
WORKING TOGETHER,
BUCHAREST - ROMANIA,
24TH OF FEBRUARY 2003

16.

17.

MEETING IN ROME
CCRE
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18.The Local Democracy Agency in Niksic has, through a programme supported 
by the Irish Government, organised two seminars dedicated to employees of 
local governments in Montenegro. These two regional seminars were organised 
together with our international partner, the city of Lingen ( Germany)  that 
sent their experts to facilitate those seminars, and our local partner Union of 
Municipalities of Montenegro which helped us with organisation of seminars. 

The first one, on “Urban planning” was held in Niksic for Danilovgrad, Niksic 
and Pluzine municipalities.  Seminar was facilitated by Mr. Christian Showe, 
Head of Urban Planning in Lingen.
After comparing two systems of urban planning in two countries experts 
from those three municipalities together with Mr. Schowe discussed about 
management of construction land, supplementation for arrangements and usage 
of construction land (measures and criteria), and transformation of agricultural 
land into construction land. 
The rest of the session was reserved for discussions on procedures of making plans 
and participation of citizens in making plans and relationship of development 
and regulatory plans. Special attention was given to the urban planning and 
protection of environment. 

The second seminar within the “Strengthening of local authorities” project 
was held in Tivat and it was organised for municipalities on the Montenegrin 
seaside. The topic of the seminar was “Organisation of local self-governments”. 
The following municipalities were represented on seminar: Budva, Tivat, Herceg 
Novi, Kotor, Bar and Ulcinj.

The seminar was facilitated by Mr. Ulrich Boss, Deputy Mayor of Lingen. Lively 
discussion and interest for topic made projected time for seminar too short. 
Participants were interested to hear about organisational experiences of Lingen 
since Montenegro will soon adopt new law on local self-government  which will 
define some instruments which were functional in Lingen for many years.

They discussed about jurisdiction of local self-government, municipal property 
and incomes, participation of citizens in the process of decision-making and roles 
of Main Administrators and Municipal Managers. They also discussed problems 
of decentralisation and models for financing local governments.

SEMINARS ON “URBAN 
PLANNING” AND 
“ORGANIZATION

OF LOCAL
SELF-GOVERNMENTS”

IN MONTENEGRO

NEWS FROM THE AGENCIES AND PARTNER MEETINGS
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PUBLIC   ADVOCACY
FAMILY VIOLENCE
SISAK, 7-8 MARCH
2003

On the 7th and 8th of March 2003 the LDA Sisak organised a training 
“Public advocacy – Family violance” as a part of the project “Integration and 
empowerment of women” sponsored by the Swiss Agency for Development and 
Cooperation, Lichenstein, Finland and Canton Basel .

Participants of the training were informed about the terms and methods of 
public advocacy, processes of acting in order to achieve changes about the 
acknowledgment of family violence, development of democratic attitudes towards 
the excluded and less privileged groups. 

Also, conducted in small working groups they had a chance to develop a public 
advocacy plan that consisted of problem definition, aims, targets and action plan. 
The participants of the training were social workers, pedagogists, psychologists, 
teachers who can influence, through their involvment in institutions, NGOs 
and organisations, to change and sensitise the public on the family violence 
problem. 

Guests lecturers and trainers 
were Gordana Obradovi 
and Tamara Šterk from the 
Center for education and 
counselling for women 
(CESI) – Zagreb.

During the seminar the SOS 
phone line for the victims of 
violence and social exclusion 
established by LDA Sisak 
that works regulary each 
Friday and Saturday over the 
free phone number 0800 357 
357 was promoted.

On the 28th of January 
2003 in the Theatre “Daska” 
in Sisak promoted the 
documentary film ‘Wounded 

into the heart’, from the author Mr Mauro Pizzato. The documentary had been 
filmed through the organisation of the Center for the educational resources from 
Mogliano Veneto during 2002 in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The LDA 
will promote the film in other parts of Croatia.
The promotion of film gathered a lot of guests and contributed to the debate on 
gender issue situation in general.

PROMOTION OF THE 
DOCUMENTARY MOVIE 
“WOUNDED INTO
THE HEART”
SISAK,
28TH OF JANUARY 2003

On the 28th of January 2003 in the Theatre “Daska” in Sisak promoted the 
documentary film ‘Wounded into the heart’, from the author Mr Mauro Pizzato. 
The documentary had been filmed through the organisation of the Center for the 
educational resources from Mogliano Veneto during 2002 in Croatia and Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. The LDA will promote the film in other parts of Croatia.
The promotion of film gathered a lot of guests and contributed to the debate on 
gender issue situation in general.

19.
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During January a joint press conference was given by the LDA, Croatian mine 
action centre and Trust fund “Croatia without mines” about the action “I can de-
mine one square meter”. To gathered journalists it emphasized the role of LDA 
Sisak partner, in particular the involvement of Mogliano Veneto who promoted 
the initiative in the whole Veneto region. The Conference stressed the support 
received from the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe, as well 
as the future plan for the action implementation and fund-raising in Croatian 
counties and cities. 

The project “I can de-mine one square meter” has been presented in Rijeka, seat 
of the County of Primorsko-goranska in Croatia.  Thanks to the involvment and 
organisation carried out by Mr Miljenko Doric, Head of the Croatian delegation 
in CLRAE and President of the County Assembly of Primorsko-goranska, the 
action was presented at the press conference.
According to the agreement achieved in Rijeka, the action will be implemented 
also in Primorsko-goranska county which will be the first Croatian county with 
the task to fund-raise for de-mining. This would be the start and an example for 
the involvement of the other 6 Croatian counties that have no land-mines on 
their territories. It has been agreed also to involve other European regions where 
Mr Doric will have the crucial role in contacts and preparation of the action. 

LOCAL DEMOCRACY 
AGENCY SISAK 

VARIOUS ACTIVITIES 
IN THE FIRST THREE 

MONTHS OF 2003
DE-MINING ACTION

A press conference in mid of January promoted the newly established SOS phone 
line for the victims of family violence and social exclusion. The SOS phone line is 
a part of the project “Integration and empowerment of women”. The free number 
0800-357 357 is functioning every Friday and Saturday with 4 phone call 
operators supervised by the team of experts (social workers and psychologists).
In the Theatre “Daska” in Sisak the documentary film ‘Wounded into the heart’, 
from the author Mr Mauro Pizzato was promoted. The documentary was filmed 
through the organisation of the Center for the educational resources from 
Mogliano Veneto during 2002 in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The first 
public presentation gathered a lot of guests who entered into debate about the 
position of women in the society. 

On the 7th and 8th of March 2003 LDA Sisak has organised a training 
“Public advocacy – Family violence” as a part of the project “Integration and 
empowerment of women” sponsored by Swiss Agency for Development and 
Cooperation, Lichenstein, Finland and Canton Basel.

Participants in the training were informed about the terms and methods of 
the public advocacy, processes of acting in order to achieve changes about the 
acknowledgment of family violence, development of democratic attitudes towards 
the excluded and less privileged groups. 

EMPOWERMENT
AND INTEGRATION

OF WOMEN
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EUROPEAN UNION 
MUNICIPALITIES 
AWARENESS
OF OPPORTUNITIES
FROM THE 
ENLARGEMENT 
PROCESS/EU MAYORS

The European Commission will fund this project lead by the Association of the 
Local Democracy Agencies.
The Association of the Local Democracy Agencies was confirmed a grant 
from the European Commission for the implementation of a project to 
familiarise European Union local and regional authorities with the system of 
local authorities (competencies, structure and service delivering) in the future 
members countries.
The objectives of the programme are :
· To inform and to promote a debate on the impact of Enlargement on the 
functioning, competences and delivering of services of local and regional 
authorities 
· To raise local authorities’ awareness on the new challenges
· To create an exchange of information and to consolidate formal and informal 
contacts
· To promote a debate in the non included members on the future of the European 
Union (Balkan countries)
· To stop and eliminate negative stereotypes about EU accession communities and 
other bodies

The partners involved are:
Association of the cities of Italy
Cités Unies France
Association of Directors of Community and Enterprise of Ireland
City of Suresnes, F
East Staffordshire Borough Council, UK
Kent County Council, UK
Comune di Mogliano Veneto, Italy
City of Reggio Emilia, Italy
City Hall of Bydgoszcs, Poland
Foundation in support of Local Democracy Training Center in Olsztyn, Poland
Activities planed
1. An international conference on the different systems on local authorities (from 
EU member states and future member states)
2. Definition of working groups (composed of representatives of different member 
states) on different issues such as social delivery services, public relations with the 
citizens, policies for environment, policies, financial management, fiscal issues, 
public partnership, LG-NGO cooperation projects
3. Identification of best practices that could be circulated among the network
4. CDrom of a stock of best practice exchanges
5. Posters and leaflets for all the LDA members and partners
6. Website for exchanging ideas, promoting debate and expertise
7. Definition of information plans for circulating the information directly to the 
citizens of all the partners (written press, TV, Radio)
8. Exchange of experiences 

The project will go up to the end of December 2004.

24.

From 22nd to 24th of March LDA Sisak has organised a working visit of a 
delegation of architects, students of architecture and restoration from the 
University in Venice to the Nature Park Lonjsko polje. The aim of the visit was 
the identification of two old traditional wooden houses in Krapje and Cigoc that 
will be reconstructed and restored in the next six months. The reconstructed and 
protected houses will become  “houses of cooperation” between two nature parks 
with a permanent exhibition inside.

23. THE EXCHANGE
OF BEST PRACTICES 
NATURE PARK 
LONJSKO POLJE AND 
REGIONAL NATURE 
PARK “DELTA DEL PO’”

NEW PROJECTS
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The project aims at developing an action towards local development in the regions 
where the Local Democracy Agencies are active (11 Agencies in 4 countries).
The main feature of the project is the action - within the Agencies - of working 
groups for local economic development in which the various actors of this process 
will take part.
The objective will be to train (in our Agencies) local development operators as 
well as working group participants. The latter will set up meetings about crucial 
themes of local development by using the means of the participative planning 
process. The working groups will draw up action plans undersigned by local 
authorities, in order to promote economic and social development.The project 
will also come with the first phases of action plans to implement. 

Thanks to the collaboration with Cités Unies of France, the programme is 
planning awareness-raising actions on decentralised cooperation themes and its 
role in economic development local processes. The network of European partners 
of Local Democracy Agencies will support these awareness-raising actions. The 
City of Suresnes will welcome the organizer committee, and it will be the French 
city mostly implicated in transfer of information. The City of Suresnes and Cités 
Unies of France will be in charge of identifying other French local authorities that 
will take part into the programme.
The Association Betton Montenegro (also partner of the Montenegro LDA) will 
be active in exchange of best practices already set up in Montenegro area.
The training of the actors of local development will be provided by the network 
of training organised in a pool with the Regional Management of A.F.P.A. of 
Bretagne.

The coordination of the programme is planning one organizer committee of 
the programme, one website, one publication that will be used for exchange of 
information and experiences.

The programme is one the steps foreseen in the mid and long-term strategy of the 
Association of LDAs towards the promotion of local development of action areas 
of our programme. Besides, it contributes to the implementation of the objectives 
set by the Stability Pact for South East Europe during the meeting in Istanbul, 
June 2002.

Objectives
General objectives
1) Reinforce economic and social local mechanisms in South-Eastern Europe 
countries and open up to international experiences
2) Increase citizens’ participation in decision-making processes regarding 
economic development of the community 
3) Increase the knowledge of local authorities and of civil society in South East 
Europe about key elements of economic and social local development

Specific objectives
1) The training of 22 leaders of local development actions in South East Europe
2) The creation and the functioning of 11 local working groups on local 
development
3) The setting of 11 action plans on local development in each action area of the 
Local Democracy Agencies

Target groups : 
1) 22 representatives of our LDAs who will be the leaders of the working groups
2) 11 working groups (one for each LDA) made up of :
- local authorities
- associations
- business representatives
- civil society

ACTIONS
FOR LOCAL 

DEVELOPMENT
IN THE BALKANS

FINANCED 
BY THE MINISTRY

OF FOREIGN
AFFAIRS OF FRANCE
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SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
AND PROTECTION 
OF ENVIRONNMENT
IN SOUTH-EASTERN
EUROPE

With the support of the Canton of Geneva
  
Thanks to the support of the Canton of Geneva and the Foundation FEDRE, 
the Association of the LDAs will implement a programme on this subject.

The programme is proposed for 18 months. It has the objective to assess the 
situation of waste management and environment protection with the support 
of local authorities in all the LDA areas. After the assessment and following 
the Steering Committee to be held in one of the host cities of the Agencies, the 
programme will hold training on specific issues with the support of Swiss and 
local experts for the local civil servants as well as for elected officials from the 
LDA areas. The training will given to one representative per country involved 
(6).

The training will be followed by a study visit to Geneva of a group of 
representatives of the local authorities. During the study visit, the local 
authorities will propose different case studies. Two of them might be realised 
together with the Geneva support in a possible second phase of the programme 
to be submitted at the end of the current one.

The project will be completed by an intermediary Steering Committee. 
The whole programme will be supported by a relevant campaign for local 
authorities and civil society.

The objectives are :

- to assess the situation of waste management and protection of environment 
policies of local authorities in SEE,  in particular in the regions where the LDAs 
are active
- to enhance waste management skills for local authorities in South-Eastern 
Europe (SEE)
- to enhance protection of environment skills for local authorities in SEE 
- to enhance the awareness of waste management and protection of environment 
of the communities in SEE where the LDAs are working with a public campaign 
of information supporting the technical work of waste management
- to develop international contacts of the Canton of Geneva

26.

The Governing Board of ALDA held in Venice early in February 2003 decided to 
engage in a new challenge in Georgia. It is true that until now the main action field 
for ALDA has been the Western Balkans region. However, it would be very useful 
to verify the use of the methodology “decentralised international co-operation” 
in other regions that could present some similarities with the Balkans.

We are very far from a project of setting up an LDA. So far, it is proposed to send 
a fact finding mission to Georgia on the basis of a project submitted by the Local 
Government International Bureau.
The main partners interested in the project are the English and Norwegian Local 
Authorities. The government of Liechenstein is supporting financially this first 
phase. The Council of Europe might provide any political support.

Georgia is a country, which offers many reasons to co-operate and to concentrate 
efforts. In particular in the past Georgia has never had any tradition of local 
self-government and local autonomies, and now, unfortunately, the country is 
affected by political instability in several regions.

This situation doesn’t seem to be near to having a stable solution even if the 
instabilities are said to be less dangerous now for the integrity of the State, which 

27. PILOT PROJECT
OF THE ALDA
IN GEORGIA
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The LDA Central and Southern Serbia and the LDA in Subotica have both 
supported the mission of Mr. Cristian Tabakaru of the Council of Europe Bank, 
interested in developing partnership with local authorities and NGOs. A first 
evaluation has been made for understanding the needs and the objectives of the 
local communities. The Bank gave its green light for further co-operation that 
might see the LDA as logistic support, collectors of information, medium and 
long tem centre of assistance for the Bank’s projects.

MISSION
OF THE COUNCIL

OF EUROPE BANK
IN SERBIA

.28

Development of Democratic Citizenship and Responsive Leadership at Local 
Level in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia and Montenegro.
Supported by  Directorate of the Legal Affaires of the Council of Europe.
  
The LDAs from Serbia & Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina (Subotica, 
Central and Southern Serbia, Zavidovici, Prijedor and Montenegro) are working 
with the support of the Directorate of the Legal Affaires of the Council of Europe 
to implement a programme on Development of Democratic Citizenship and 
Responsive Leadership at Local Level in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia and 
Montenegro.

The programme will be carried out with the analysis of questionnaires presented 
to pilot cities in the region.

A hand book with good practices will be issued.

For further information, please contact
Mr. Artemy Karpenko
Artemy.karpenko@coe.int

Thanks to the co-operation with Syni Lausanne and Association of the 
Companies of the Venetian Region, the ALDA has increased substantially its staff 
with qualified and very highly motivated interns.

JULIE DEBISSHOP (END OF JUNE 2003/DECEMBER 2003) 
– SYNI LAUSANNE

It is now fifteen days since I started to work with the Association of LDAs, and I 
must say that this  experience is full of promises (and surprises !).
• Promises to give me a comprehensive overview of how an NGO is functioning, 
at an internal level (teamwork, share of a common vision, projects proposals, 
fundraising, budgeting, reporting) and at an external level (partnership, 
relationship with donors and sponsors, visibility).

INTERNSHIP
WITH THE ALDA: SYNI 

LAUSANNE
AND ASSOCIATION OF 

THE COMPANIES
OF THE VENETIAN 

REGION
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DEVELOPMENT 
OF DEMOCRATIC 

CITIZENSHIP
AND RESPONSIVE 

LEADERSHIP
AT LOCAL LEVEL

IN BOSNIA
AND HERZEGOVINA 

AND SERBIA
AND MONTENEGRO

SUPPORTED
BY  DIRECTORATE OF 
THE LEGAL AFFAIRES

OF THE COUNCIL
OF EUROPE

is the real problem. In fact every law promoting local self-government might risk 
to be interpreted as a lack of central authority and might encourage secessionist 
movements instead of local autonomies. This is a risk ALDA has to take into 
consideration very carefully. On the other hand we must not forget that Georgia 
joined the Council of Europe and that is an active member of it.  

The pilot project in Georgia will offer the possibility to apply ALDA methodologies 
and the opportunity to deal with different realities, problems and solutions. Even 
if this is a project which requires deep and long commitment, the ALDA and  the 
partners consider that the process is a path which might be followed.        
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• Promises to give me a better understanding of a post-conflict society, with its 
wounds and its hopes.
And the certainty to meet great people, committed into their job and working 
hand in hand to build a better future.
Thanks to all for giving me the opportunity to share a part of your adventure 
during those few months. 

SOPHIE BRONNIMANN (JANUARY 2003/MAY 2003) 
– SYNI LAUSANNE

Early this year I worked for four months with the Director of the ALDA and the 
Delegate of the LDA Subotica where I spent two months. This experience gave 
me practices in the domain of decentralised co-operation. I could see in the field 
how an agency is working and the implementation of projects (i.e. recruiting, 
evaluating, bills managing). Working with the ALDA introduced me to the world 
of NGOs and its challenges: elaborating projects, making reports, funding, 
research of partners, follow up of contacts inter alia. 

This practical experience taught me a lot at two different levels: at the level of the 
agency and at the level of the Association. With the Association I could see how 
a network is functioning and what are the challenges and how it is evolving. In 
Subotica, this was my first working experience in a country in transition and this 
gave me the opportunity to learn more about South Eastern Europe and Serbia 
in particular.

The ALDA and the network of LDAs are constantly evolving and improving and 
it was with a great interest that I could bring my modest participation to such an 
enterprise.

FEDERICO ROSSET (JULY 2003/SEPTEMBER 2003) 
– ASSOCIATION OF THE INDUSTRIES OF VENITIAN REGION

Federico is working  for LDA of Mogliano Veneto, Italy. He is also member of 
the staff of the Mayor of Mogliano Veneto, a city which is twinned with the 
municipality of Sisak, Croatia. He graduated in International and Diplomatic 
Sciences at Gorizia University. 
He is working now on two different levels: he follows the projects developed 
through the twinning and supports the Director of ALDA to carry out her 
duties.
The first level activities are split in three tasks: 
to organize a meeting for the LDA of  Mogliano Veneto in October, to study a 
strategy in order to improve the activities of the LDA and the partnerships to co-
operate with Sisak.
The second level consist of several flexible acitivities like writing reports, taking 
care of the newsletter, translating documents in English or Italian, following 
ongoing and new projects.
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The programme Causes Communes, in Belgium, was the initiator of the project 
since 1993. It presented the initiative to the Congress of Local and Regional 
Authorities which accepted to include these activities under its auspices.

The concept of action - the active participation of towns and regions in South 
Eastern Europe for supporting the democratic and peaceful transition - has been 
at the basis of the mandate of the Local Democracy Agencies.

Causes Communes Suisses has been actively involved as partners of different 
LDAs throughout those ten years. Two regional sections of CCS are members of 
ALDA and partners of LDAs.
Cause Communes Vaud - LDA Osijek (Croatia)
Cause Comuni Ticino - LDA Verteneglio (Croatia)
Cause Communes Montagnes Neuchâteloises is represented by the individual 
membership of its President, Mr. Daniel Devaud. They are engaged in LDA 
Montenegro.

For the recognition of their work for the LDA throughout the years and for 
strengthening our co-operation in South East Europe, the Governing Board of 
the ALDA accepted to have Causes Communes Suisses as Honorary Member.

Our intention is to share information regarding potential Swiss towns interested 
in our activities and to open a debate about common programmes in the region. 
We also expect to share a strategy for approaching different Swiss towns. 

So far Switzerland is well represented in our programme:

Members of ALDA and partners of LDAs:
- Lausanne (lead partner LDA Osijek, Croatia)
- Bellinzona (lead partner LDA Verteneglio (Croatia)
- Neuchâtel (partner LDA Montenegro)

Members of ALDA:
- Lugano 

The Canton of Basel Stadt financed a relevant part of a programme implemented 
in eight LDAs for “Transborder co-operation and interethnic dialogue”.
The Swiss Agency for Development supported financially our programmes 
in 2000/2001 and 2002. 

The ALDA has already nominated another honorary member, the network 
ENTO.

CAUSES
COMMUNES

SUISSE,
HONORARY MEMBER

OF THE
ASSOCIATION
OF THE LOCAL 

DEMOCRACY AGENCY

The Delegates of the Agencies appointed in January 2003 their new President in 
the Consultative Committee. Andrea Rossini, Delegate of the LDA Zavidovici 
(BiH) is now in charge and he will attend the first Governing Board in Venice, 1st 
of February 2003.

For one year, Andrea Rossini will refer to the Governing Board the requests and 
comments of the group of Delegates and he will relay to them the debates and 
decisions of the Board.

Mrs. Mirijana Lozanoska, Delegate LDA Ohrid (Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia) was in charge for those last two years.

APPOINTMENT
OF ANDREA ROSSINI,

DELEGATE LDA 
ZAVIDOVICI, 

AS REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE CONSULTATIVE 

COMMITTEE
OF THE DELEGATES 
IN THE GOVERNING 

BOARD
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Serbia and Montenegro
Vojvodina, Subotica
Stanka PARAC

pstanka@EUnet.yu

Serbia and Montenegro
Montenegro, Niksic
Dragutin DJEKOVIC

adl@cg.yu

Central and Southern Serbia
Daniel STOJANOVIC

lda@bankerinter.net

Kosovo
Stève DUCHENE

center_gjilane@yahoo.fr

Osijek
Turniski MILJENKO

miljenko.turniski@os.hinet.hr

THE LOCAL DEMOCRACY AGENCIES

Sisak
Tatjana PUSKARIC

tatjana.puskaric@sk.hinet.hr

Brtonigla/Verteneglio
Tullio FERNETIC

aldve-brtonigla@pu.hinet.hr

Tuzla (BiH) 
Igor PELLICCIARI

igorpel@libero.it

Zavidovici (BiH) 
Andrea ROSSINI

Andrea.Rossini@lda-zavidovici.org

Prijedor (BiH) 
Annalisa TOMASI

ldaprijedor@prijedor.com

Ohrid (FRYOM)
Miriana LOZANOSKA

eldoh@mt.net.mk

Local and Regional Authorities:

up to 10.000  inhabitants
10.000 - 50.000
50.000 - 200.000
200.000 - 1.000.000
1.000.000 or plus
NGO
Actual persons

250 Euros
500 Euros

1.000 Euros
2.000 Euros
4.000 Euros

250 Euros
50 Euros

It’s never too late to be 
member of the Association!
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